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All contractor and NASA wind tunnel test data acquired in the
Phase B development have been compiled into a database and
are avai labte for applying to current winged ftyback or
recoverable booster aerodynamic studies.
The Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Database is structured
by vehicle component and configuration type. Basic
components include the booster, the orbiter and the launch
vehicle.
Booster configuration types include straight and delta wings,
canard, cylindrical, retro-gl ide and twin body.
Orbiter configuration types include straight and delta wings,
lifting body, drop tanks and double delta wings.
Launch configuration ty
components in various stac
pes include booster and orbiter
ked and tandem combinations.
The digital database consists of 220 files of data containing
basic tunnel recorded data. Database structure is documented
in a series of reports which include configuration sketches
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Soace Shuttle Development Phases
Development of the Space Transportation System (STS)
encompassed the study of a large number of conceptual
designs and an extensive wind tunnel testing program.
Phases of the development program are identified as:
Phase A - Concept Feasibility Studies - 1969-1970
Phase 8 - Preliminary Design Studies - 1970-1972
Phase C/D - Design and Development - 1972-1983
During the Phase A and B periods, completely reusable
systems were studied including the "flyback" booster.
However, due to the large cost of the completely
reusable concept, NASA decided at the end of the Phase
B period to employ an expendable booster design.
Phase C/D design and development was then concentrated
on a two-stage, parallel-burn booster system concept.
In the development stage (Phase 8) of Space Shuttle
design, extensive wind tunnel data were acquired for a
variety of alternate configurations. These data were
accumulated, converted into standard formats, placed in
a data bank and documented. This work was performed by
the Chrysler Corporation Military Public Electronic








configurations considered for early Space
studies were extremely varied. These included
"flyback boosters," "lnline" staged launch
and various "parallel staged" orbiter-booster
Wind tunnel models of the various
vehicles were tested both in the launch
configurations. Aerodynamics, airloads
transfer data were collected and compiled








and are available for
Results were documented individually through
of NASA technical reports, contractor reports
reports. The digital data and associated descriptive








advanced launch vehicle studies are focusing on
the approaches considered during original Space
Available wind tunnel data for
similar to those currently being
highly valuable to the preliminary
The archived Phase B data are available to the technical
community. Extracts of descriptive information and
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configuration sketches, and digital test data have been
compiled and are reported herein to facilitate use of
the large data bank for booster, orbiter and launch
configurations.
1.2 Chrysler's Test Database aq_ Arqhiv_ _y_t_m
Extensive Chrysler involvement in wind tunnel data
application on NASA programs prior to the Space Shuttle
resulted in development of complex computer systems fo-
automating these processes.





applications and computer graphics. These combined
functions were reflected in the name DATAMAN.
The Chrysler developed Data Management System (DATAMAN)
was used to develop design applicable aerodynamic data,
generate extensive plots and cross plots, document, and
database wind tunnel test data from the Space Shuttle
Phase B test program under contract to the NASA/MSFC.
Chrysler initiated the DATAMAN project in early 1970
and continued through both the Phase B and Phase C/D
test programs. Extensive management procedures were
devised to effectivley identify and track the expected
large volumes of data to be generated by a number of
IO
contractors, and a variety of Phase B configurations.
Hence, a means of conveying descriptive information
relative to the configurations and associated data was
required
A four digit report identifier was assigned as initial
test inputs were made to the DATAMAN system to track
and report activities on individual tests. For the
Phase B test program, these identifiers were OMS-DR-
1001 through DMS-DR-1278.
of test results were
databased.
Thus, approximately 278 sets
processed, documented, and
The assignment of identifiers was sequential and they
are,therefore, chronological throughout the Phase B
configuration management. Many other identifiers are
associated with individual tests such as configuration
type, NASA aeries number, test facility designations
and contractor(s) involved.
Each test was documented in a DATAMAN test data report,
test data were archived in standard DATAMAN formats,
and salient tracking information was compiled. All
these were disseminated to NASA technical and program
management personnel for technical assessment of the
data and managing the overall test program.
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1.3 Extractino Phase B Test Database Informatign
The effort involved extracting and compiling Phase B
test data contents and descriptive information from the
archived test data bank and documentation file.
Digital database files contained a mix of basic tunnel
recorded data and calculated analysis data used for
graphic displays. These files were reduced to basic
tunnel data and structured by configuration tested and
contractor. A series of catalog reports were assembled
to provide a readily accessible overview of test
results available for future space transportation
system studies.
These catalog reports are in increasing levels of
detail. The first level consists of summary tables
and selected sketches. These enable the user to scan
for possible applications to his ongoing work.
For a promising or likely candidate configuration, the
user can proceed to the second level of detail where
all available configuration sketches and test
conditions are compiled.
The third level of detail is the digital data files
where tunnel recorded data reside
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2.0 COMPILATIONOF PHASEB DATABASEARCHIVECONTENTS
2.1 Compilation Out line
Results of the Phase
contained in the following
B database compilation are
list.
1) Summary catalog report, DMS-OR-01,
containing an overview of database
contents and availability.
2) A three volume catalog report,
DMS-DB-02, containing configuration
sketches and conditions tested.
The three volumes correspond to
booster, orbiter and launch test
configurations.
3_ A series of magnetic data tapes
containing available digital files.
These are also structured by
configuration and are described in
transmittal documents DMS-TD-01
through 03, corresponding to
booster, orbiter and launch test
configurations, respectively.
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4) A directory database information file
formatted for the R-base relational
database system.
Documentation of the contents of





The first document (DMS-DB-01) is a single volume
summary report containing planform sketches of the
various configurations tested during the shuttle Phase
B program. Tabular information from the directory file
is included and is divided by component (booster,
orbiter and launch) and by test discipline
(aerodynamics, airloads and heat transfer).
Structure of the tables and sketches is by component
and test discipline with sorting by configuration and
contractor. Each booster and each orbiter
configuration tested are assigned a 2-character code
























Launch configurations tested are identified by s combination
of the above codes. Test information is also sorted by
individual contractors and NASA centers. Acronyms for these
contractors and test facilities are presented in the
frontispiece.
Table 1 provides a _ummary of the Phase B database records.
It is divided into sections by component and test
discipline. These nine sections are then sorted by
configuration code and contractor.
Presented in the appendices are selected model figures
of the array of configurations tested. Presentation
structure is the same as that used in table 1. Where
similar configurations were involved in multiple tests,
only a representative figure is presented.
2.3 Model and Test Information
The second document (DMS-DB-02) is a three volume report
containing extracts from the individual test data reports.
All line drawings and collation sheets/run schedules are
included. The three volumes correspond to the three
component classifications; booster, orbiter, and launch,
respectively. A series of tabular information from the
directory file is also included.
2.4 _iqital Databas_
The digital database also follows the structure of
table 1. Database contents represent data as received
from the test facility. However, for some tests an
additional, calculated, coefficient schedule is
included. These additional schedules are mainly a
second axis system or extract data from a multi-balance
test. Individual datasets within a file ere encoded
with the configuration code in the header information.
Test data are stored on five magnetic data tapes.






1 Booster - Aerodynamics 53 4,216 B1-B5
2 Orbiter - Aerodynamics 89 4,500 01+02
3 Orbiter - Aerodynamics 20 1,962 03+04
4 Launch - Aerodynamics 34 4,034 81-B3
5 Launch - Aerodynamics 19 637 B4+B5
- Airloads 4 1,182 ALL
- Heat Transfer 1 21 ALL
220 16,552Total
Specific test locations on the digital database are shown in
Table 2.
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2.5 Directgr Y File
The directory data file was constructed to assist in
the categorization of teet_ and to generate tabular
reports.
Information was extracted from existing administrative
reports and from individual test data reports. The
file was created using the R-base relational database
system by Microrim. A description of the table
information is as follows:
17
T._OI_.,: OMS--OR_
Re:_O O,_._word • NO
ModZfU P_w,_rd: NO
Column def in'_ t-'_ on "s
N_,._ T,Jpw Lcngth (Characters)
1 QF_¢ TEXT 4
2 CR:_, TEXT 8
3 THX:t TE3(T 12
4 NSN TEXT %4
5 _.UOL TEXT I
6 UOL_ T-_XT 1.
7 PUB . DATE TEXT 13
8 LINE ¢. TEXT ¢
9 TESTTYPE TEXT 15
10 COMP TEXT 7
% i SEE TEXT 3
¢2 OCt" TEXT 3
13 E:-CODE TEXT ].5
].4 I_-CONTRA TEXT 10
1.5 0-CL_ [JE TEXT I '_
Ib 0-CONTr_A TEXT ].0
17 FAC TE;(T 5
15 TUN TE_T 6
19 TEST g: TEXT 15.5
•_'O FAC-TST_: TE,V,T 26
2 __ MACH TEXT 15
,'_--SCALE TEXT 12
2-3 0MS-CODE TEXT 6
E_I _-T'fP- E TEXT 23
•._'. O-TY_E TEXT 3:3
2*- CONFIG TEY.T 220
27 PUF_POSE TEXT %50
28 TITLE TEXT 250
2 o P;_O,J.ENG TEXT _.75j
30 0i'_S-ENG TE_T 30
31 COMMENTS TEXT 150




NASA TMX Report Number
NASA Test Series Number
Number of Report Volumes
Report Volume Number
Report Publication Date












Facility, Tunnel, Facility Test Number
Mach Number Range
Model Scale
Two Character Dataset Identifier
Booster Configuration Type
Orbiter Configuration Type













Chrysler Phase B database have varying
available for review. A typical
to investigate similarities between
configuration designs and
during Phase B. As an example,
current applications may be representative of a winged
flyback booster with canards. To research this
configuration the user could follow the steps
illustrated below:
Step OMS-OB-01 r Summary Report; This report would be
reviewed to identify configurations of interest
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Step 2 Table 1 m OMS-OB-01 r Summary Report= Using the
configuration type and contractors identified
above, a list of applicable tests is obtained.
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Step 4a- Oataset/Run Number Collation Summary; Examine
collation sheets to determine test Mach range,
angle of attack/sideslip ranges, configurations
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to obtain model end aerodynamic
model dimensions, wing type,














Step 5 Tabl9 2, OMS-DS-0_, Vol,1; Refer to table to
determine publication eva! lab! I ity: data
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Step 6 - Test Documentation; Refer to test






Step 7 - Oioital Database, Table 2 in DMS-DB-01 (Table 6 in
DMS-DB-02); the user, after determining
appl icabi I i ty, can access the test data from the
digital database files for further analysis and
application.
TABLE 2.I
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SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE B
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(b) Hodol vf.tb vingl 2 and 3.























¥or_srd WLng Insert Detail
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Location of center of
uozzel exit plane from
Section A-A
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AFT VIEW (REFERENCED TO LEFT SRB)
1 - $I_ POSITION I (LEFT SRB)
2 - SRB POSITION II
3 - SRB POSITION Ill
4 - SRB POSITION I + 180
• 5 - SRB POSITION II + 180
6 - SRE POSITION III + 180
CIRCLED NUMBER, @ , REPRESENTS ORIFICE
LOCATED ON RIGHT SRB REFERRED TO THE LEFT SRB
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a. LRC-DBModel, Configuration g
Fig. 3 Instrumentation Layoutfor the Tunnel F LangleyModels
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